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House Resolution 701

By: Representatives Anderson of the 92nd, Dawkins-Haigler of the 91st, Stephenson of the

90th, Rutledge of the 109th, Dickerson of the 113th, and others 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Alexis Nation; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Alexis Nation was nominated as a finalist for the Rockdale Coalition for2

Children and Families' 2015 John K. Morgan Scholarship; and3

WHEREAS, this is the fifth year the Rockdale Coalition has offered the $4,000.004

scholarship to a student who has demonstrated outstanding community service in Rockdale5

County and plans to continue that level of commitment while pursuing postsecondary6

education; the scholarship is named for John K. Morgan, former president and chief7

executive officer of Acuity Brands Lighting and community advocate; and8

WHEREAS, Alexis is an outstanding student at Rockdale County High School who invests9

in community service and has shown talent and commitment throughout her young life by10

giving so much of her time and talents to others in need; and11

WHEREAS, she has volunteered at Morningside of Conyers, assisted in multiple volunteer12

capacities at her church, Crossroads United Methodist Church, and participated in numerous13

mission trips locally at Smyrna Campground and throughout the southeast; and14

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that her outstanding accomplishments be15

appropriately recognized, and the State of Georgia looks with great anticipation toward the16

future of this bright and promising young citizen.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that18

the members of this body commend Alexis Nation for her accomplishments and for her19

unselfish and dedicated public service to Rockdale County.20
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized21

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to22

Alexis Nation.23


